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 Flowering 
Beauty in the Pursuit of Survival, Part 3

Eating On the Wing
When a bee feeds on a hibiscus flower, it becomes a pollen thief. Although 
the broad hibiscus bloom gives the bee room to rest as it feeds, its pollen is 
not properly positioned to be moved from flower to flower by bees. Any 
pollen that rubs onto the bee’s body is lost to the fertilization process. 
Similarly, a bee may try to feed on a fuchsia but it will go away hungry. 
Fuchsia nectar is hidden deep within the tubular flower and the flower 
doesn’t give the insect a feeding route into the bloom. Some flowers 
so effectively protect themselves from bees that the petals allow for no 
resting place for a flying insect. The pouch like nematanthus blooms 
feature such a small opening as to be virtually bee proof.

These tropical American flowers all have developed a special pollinating 
relationship with hummingbirds instead of bees. They have modified their 
blooms to serve and be served by these fascinating little birds. More blur 
of motion than a recognizable bird, the hummingbird flaps its wings over 
3,000 times a minute and never stops to rest as long as it is awake.

To support the continual energy consumption created by constant 
motion, the hummingbird spends most of its time feeding. If it isn’t 
sucking nectar from the flower, the hummingbird is swooping down to 
catch the insects that serve as its protein source. By the end of the day, a 
hummingbird has fed on thousands of flowers. In order to sleep without 

 Florida Foliage
Lantana

Lantana is a very attractive plant 
with many forms and flower colors. 
It attracts butterflies and performs 
well without irrigation once estab-
lished. Here is more information 
about this plant to help you decide 
if it belongs in your garden.
Horticultural name: Lantana spp.       
 Lantana (lan-TAN-a) 

old Latin name, meaning 
unknown.

 spp. (abbreviation for plural of 
“species”).

Size: Up to 5 feet tall, depending 
on the variety.

Growth rate: moderate to rapid.
Habit of growth: typically a lower 

spreading plant.
Foliage: evergreen, light–green 

colored, medium texture.
Fruit: blue-black, up to ½ inch in 

size, sometimes highly toxic.
Flowers: solid or multiple–colored 

showy flowers in clusters.
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ics or questions about the newslet-
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This is our last issue until next 
October so this issue will have 
some suggestions for summer 
gardening.
• I am sure we all have heard how 

to stay healthy when gardening 
during the summer months but 
the following bears repeating:

1. Try to do your gardening 
during the early morning or 
late afternoon.

2. Drink plenty of fresh cool 
water.

3. Always wear a hat to protect 
the head, face and neck.

4. Wear light weight clothing that 
protects your bare skin but also 
keeps you cool.

5.  If you have any feelings that are 
unusual, such as dizziness, get 
into an air conditioned area as 
fast as possible.

• If you haven’t paid your dues 
for the year 2012–2013 ( July 
1, 2012 to June 30, 2013) you 
will have a LAST ISSUE in 
red on the cover of this issue. 
Please call Don Harvey at,

941.473.0025 
 to pay your dues. Your mem-

bership is important to us. Continued on page 5.

Editor’s 2¢

Hi Fellow Gardeners,
I write this message as we come to the close of the first half of our 2012 
meeting schedule and the turnover of the office of the President and Vice 
President. Where has the time gone? 
Since this is an even numbered year the term of the President and Vice-
President comes to a close. The Treasurer and Secretary will require a 
new election next year as their terms will end. A while back I formed 
a nominating committee to select members to serve as officers for the 
new term. All candidates chosen were unable to accept the nomination. 
Therefore, on April 11th the executive committee met to resolve this 
issue. At the meeting, Joe Simek, our vice-president, volunteered to serve 
as president. John Halvorsen stepped up to serve as vice-president and 
chair the program committee. Our club now remains in good hands with 
a competent and energetic slate of officers. The installation of the new 
officers will take place at our May 8th Annual Picnic Meeting. 
I agreed to carry out the other roles I was performing while president. That 
is the publicity for the meetings and maintenance of the web page. The 
newly formed Executive Committee will carry on with our club business 
processes and community involvement. They will continue to solicit 
support from members for these activities and other committees that the 
president convenes. The more people that are involved in the committee 
projects the easier it is to accomplish the task. 
We ended the first half of our 2012 season with several good speakers 
which were arranged by the program committee. The committee did a fine 
job in selecting interesting speakers for our meetings. Kudos to the Program 
Committee for their work. 
Our plant propagation work sessions and plant sales have been producing 
an increasing stream of income over the last few years. Mostly, due to the 
fact that we have dedicated members and the use of Paul’s yard. My thanks 
go to everyone for the role they played in that. 
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starving, the hummingbird actually goes into hibernation each night, 
cutting its metabolism down to about one fifteenth of the day rate. The 
sleeping bird is in such a state of oblivion that you could pluck it off a 
branch before it could wake up.

To catch the attention of a pollinator in constant flight, hummingbird 
flowers choose the tints the bird sees best. Although a few hummingbird 
flowers are cobalt blue or green, the vast majority are scarlet or orange. In 
other words, hummingbird flowers tend to be the flowers that bee flowers 
are not.

Although hummingbirds see extremely well, their sense of smell is 
terrible. There’s no point to a good smell in a hummingbird flower if the 
bird doesn’t appreciate the scent. Bees, on the other hand, are adept at 
pinpointing the source of an aroma and uses this sense in conjunction 
with site to find flowers. This is why roses have a nice sent, while hibiscus 
just has an attractive form and color.

Generally, a hummingbird flower is funnel or tube–shaped. Since the 
bird is always on the go, the flower has no reason to provide a landing 
pad of petals. In fact, such a support would encourage nectar and pollen 
thieves, leaving nothing for the bird  and wasting the flower, . Instead, the 
hummingbird flowers arranged in such a way to admit only the beak of 
the hovering animal.

A hummingbird needs lots of food, so the flower obliges by providing 
large quantities of nectar. But to control who gets this food, the nectar 
is hidden within the bloom. Some flowers control precisely which 
hummingbird species can pollinate them by limiting the width of their 
floral openings and extending the depth of the nectar. By admitting 
only pollinators with the very specific beak shaped shape and length, the 
flowers determine just where the pollen is going next.

To increase the pollinating efficiency as they feed a hummingbird, many 
flowers have special methods of attaching pollen to the bird. For instance, 
the hibiscus has very gooey pollen that glues readily to the feathers on 
the birds neck or breast. Fuchsia flowers keep a number of pollen grains 
strung on a kind of thread. As a hummingbird inserts its beak to suck 
out the nectar, the pollen chain sticks to its throat. When the bird stops 
at another fuchsia, it drops off the entire length of pollen, with sufficient 
grains to pollinate all the eggs in the flower.

Hummingbirds are among the approximately 2,000 bird species that 
pollinate flowers. Like bees, birds efficiently pollinate the flowers that are 
most accommodated to their bodies, their vision and their food needs. 
And since birds and bees are so different, it’s not surprising that bird 
pollinated flowers are quite unlike, insect–beckoning counterparts.

Top of next column

Flowering: Part 3.      – from page 1.

Continued on page 4.

Opening Nights
When a night–blooming cereus 
opens its perfumed flower in 
cultivation, it is a newsworthy 
event. All the neighbors come to 
witness the midnight unfurling of 
the great white bloom and to smell 
its marvelously spicy scent.

The cereus, which actually is an 
epiphyllum, is among the species 
that have chosen to avoid daylight 
difficulties by opening after dark. 
At night, the temperatures are 
cooler, so the open flower loses very 
little moisture to the surrounding 
air, a major consideration for desert 
species. At this time, bees, most 
birds and other nectar–hungry 
animals are not active. The night– 
blooming flower can safely choose 
a different kind of pollinator.

Most night–opening flowers, 
whether they are evening primroses 
or tropical cacti, share a similar, 
wide-open petal structure.  The 
broad blooms are white, pale 
green, yellow, or pale pink, making 
the flower stand out eerily in the 
darkness. These flowers are obvious 
targets for their chosen pollinator, 
the hawkmoth.

Before it even has seen a ghostly 
blue, the moth knows a flower 
is nearby. Hawkmoths have an 
extremely sensitive sense of smell. 
They can pick up the scent of one 
flower a hundred yards away. The 
moth follows the scent, zigzagging 
across the wind currents until it 
is close enough to see the flower. 
Since hawkmoths are attracted to 
the same aromas that people enjoy 

Flowering: – continued from left
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Conrinued on page 5

smelling, moth–pollinated, night–blooming species often are desirable 
house and garden plants

The broad flower entrance actually is the top of a funnel of petals leading 
to a basin of nectar. The moth hovers next of the flower and dips its 
long proboscis (a narrow tube that functions as its mouth) deep into the 
bloom. As the proboscis brushes past the pistil, it deposits the pollen 
it picked up from another flower. When the proboscis finally finds the 
nectar, the moth sucks out all the sweet juice. As the moth withdraws 
from the flower, a new supply of pollen is smeared onto the proboscis.

Moths are not the only night pollinators, although they may be the most 
pleasant. Bats also visit pale, luminous, night–opening flowers. Unlike 
the popular moth–pollinated species, bat–pollinated flowers are rare in 
cultivation. Their flowers stink. Bats are attracted to rank, musky odors. 
They combine their aromatic preferences with sonar and limited vision to 
find nectar on which to feed.

Pollinating bats are small creatures, quite different from the blood–
sucking, vampire–bat stereotype. These tropical flying animals are so 
tiny that many can curl up inside a flower as they are drinking the nectar. 
Other bats grasp the flower stalk when they feed on the bloom.

No matter what their pollination agent is, night opening–flowers last 
only a few hours. By sunrise, the flowers either have wilted or have begun 
to form fruit. Night–pollinated species make up for their short-lived 
blossoms by opening up a series of blooms over several days and by using 
strong scents to attract their pollinators the moment they open.

Thrifty Orchids
Orchids are the most diverse plant family, with 35,000 species rooted in 
the forest floor as well as in the humus that collects on tree trunks. Orchid 
flowers can be smaller than a dime or a half a foot in diameter. This highly 
evolved family is best known for its fascinating ways of enticing the right 
pollinator at the right moment.

The beautiful orchid flower is a streamlined, practical piece of 
engineering. All the sexual parts are fused together into a single structure 
that probably requires less energy to produce and maintain than the 
many stamens and pedals of a more primitive flowers such as arose. The 
fused sexual structure is called the column. It is capped by the male anther, 
which produces packets of pollen called pollinia. A depression on the side 
of the column functions as the pollen–receiving stigma. To complete the 
flower, the column is framed by three sepals, two petals and a third petal 
modified in a kind of a lip or landing pad.

Flowering: Part 3.      – from page 3.

Lantana – from page 1.

Landscape uses: good specimen 
ground cover; can also be used 
in planters or as a border.

Popular varieties: Spreading 
Lantana (L. montevidensis) and 
Dwarf Lantana (L. ovatifolia 
var. reclinata).

Native habitat: Tropical/sub–
tropical Americas, up to North 
Central Florida.

Light requirements: full sun.
Soil requirements: variable.
Water requirements: well–

drained; drought tolerant. 
Salt tolerance: salt tolerant.
Culture: Typically propagated 

from cuttings and soil layering; 
cut back in winter; easily frost 
damaged.

Pests: mites and caterpillars.
Problems: Some  species are highly 

poisonous and not suitable 
around children or pets. 

The most important 
things in life aren’t 

things.
— Quoted in bulletin of The First

Christian Church of Fairfield,  Illinois  
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Continued on page 6

Flowering: Part 3.      – from page 4.

A few orchids go beyond simple nectar to reward their pollinating bees. 
Since the pollen is contained in a few large units, the orchid has none 
to spare on feeding a bee. Instead, the maxillaria actually provides food 
hairs, hair-like growths composed of fat and protein. The bees graze on 
the flower for there beebread.

Many orchid species are shockingly deceitful. They give absolutely 
nothing back to the pollinator for all its trouble. Members of the genus 
Ophrys looks so much like female bees, wasps or flies (depending upon 
the species) that a confused male insect attempts to copulate with the 
masquerading flower, pollinating the bloom instead. The oncidium, on 
the other hand, provokes an attack from a territorial male bee that has 
mistaken the spike of tiny flowers for insects usurpers.

A number of orchids, only look and smell as though they offer nectar, 
while, in reality, the lured bee wastes its time on the flower,. A North 
American species, the calopogon, has a mask of hairs that look like pollen– 
rich stamens. When a bee alights on the flower to eat some pollen, the 
pedal collapses and drops the bee against the column.

Whether they make an honest deal with their pollinators, most orchids 
are quite precise about how they target their pollinia. Some orchids 
species are pollinated only by a particular bee species; in return they are 
the bees only food source. Other species all share the same hummingbird 
species. In this case, each orchid places its pollinia on a different part of 
the birds breast and throat. The pollinia won’t come off the feathers until 
the bird lands on the right orchid. With these refined targeting methods, 
the orchids probably are the least wasteful of all flowers.

The Separated Self
 To avoid the dead end road of self pollination, flowers go to a great deal 
of trouble to prevent their own pollen from fertilizing the pistil only a 
fraction of an inch away. The methods of achieving this self–separation 
are as varied and as clever as the blooms’ techniques of co–opting hungry 
insects for their own purpose.

The rarest method of sex separation also is the most obvious and the most 
extreme. The sexes are separated on completely different individuals, 
with all–female flowers on one plant and male flowers on the other. The 
holly, for instance, is a two sexed species. The tree that actually produces 
the fruit is the female, with flowers that contain only pistils. The male, 
pollen–producing tree must be nearby for the female to set fruit. Luckily, 
the holly is singularly love singularly unchoosy about its means of 
pollination. Flying insects as well as gentle breezes ensure those bright red 
berries every winter.

In addition to providing a scholar-
ship for a Lemon Bay High School 
student, this past year we reached 
out to the community and initi-
ated a new project. We donated 
ten benches, for use as an outdoor 
classroom, at the Wildflower Pre-
serve (WFP). A new committee is 
to continue to choose community 
projects that our club can support. 
Our members also represented 
MGCE at several community 
functions including the WFP open 
house. We also continued to bring 
our club into the 21st Century 
via our presence on the internet. I 
hope that these types of activities 
continue in the future.
Our next meeting will be our 
picnic meeting on Tuesday, May 
8th at Lemon Bay Park. We will 
start at 11:00 A.M. For those of 
you that volunteered for setup and 
cooking please come at 10:00 A.M. 
to get things ready. Please bring 
your appetite and plan on having 
a fun filled afternoon by beautiful 
Lemon Bay. 
Before I close, I want to thank 
everyone for assisting me in mak-
ing my term as president a very 
rewarding and enjoyable one. Many 
members stepped up and assisted 
in the activities, committees and 
community projects that our club 
participated in. This was greatly ap-
preciated. Again, thanks for all of 
your effort in supporting our club 
activities.
I look forward to seeing everyone 
at the May picnic and possibly at 
one of our Tuesday morning work 
sessions.
Jim

Special Notice
If you haven’t paid your dues for 
the year 2012–2013 ( July 1, 2012 
to June 30, 2013) you will have a 
last issue in red on the cover of this 
issue. See page 2 on what to do. 

President’s Message — from page 2 
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Flowering: Part 3          — from page 5.

A less drastic form of sexual differentiation can be seen on species 
that produce two different kinds of flowers on the same plant. One 
of the most common house plants, the begonia, produces single-sexed 
blooms. The male flowers, which usually far outnumber their pistillate 
counterparts, are simple flat sets the petals topped by yellow tufts. Each 
tuft is a cluster of pollen–producing stamens. Here and there on the plant, 
a lone flower with a more complicated construction can be spotted. The 
female flowers have the same petal arrangement, but each set of petals is 
topped by a bright yellow, convoluted stigma. Underneath the petals, the 
swollen ovary makes its appearance. After pollen makes contact with that 
strangely splayed stigma, the ovary develops into a fruit.

Timing is an elegant and effortless way to prevent a bisexual flower from 
fertilizing itself. The stamens may release pollen several days before that 
flowers stigma is receptive. Any pollen that falls upon the immature 
stigma dies before it can germinate down the style. Once most of the 
pollen is gone, the stigma is receptive to the pollen arriving from flowers 
on slightly more advanced schedules. 

Many species have developed flowers with pollen that simply cannot 
germinate on the adjacent pistil.  A chemical aversion to the home stigma 
prevents untoward fertilization.

Finally the logistics of the flower effectively may prevent self fertilization. 
In many species, including cacti and fuchsias, the pistil sticks out quite 
a distance past the stamens. When a pollinator comes by for food, it 
deposits foreign pollen  before it even eats any nectar or fresh pollen. 
When the pollinator leaves the flower, it bypasses the pistil.

Self Help
Considering the effort that is expended to prevent self– 
fertilization, it’s odd that more flowers don’t take the sex– 
separating routes of the holly and the begonia. yet the capacity 
for self-help can be a key to survival if the pollinator doesn’t 
come through. When all hope of cross-pollination is gone, 
flexible bisexuality at least ensures that the plant will produce a 
new generation of seedlings. 
For instance, the wild geranium flower slowly twists up as it 
shrivels. If the flower has not been pollinated, the stamens will, 
for the first time, be able to touch the stigma. Just before the 
flower dies, seeds are conceived.

A few species produce flowers that 
never open. These self–pollinating 
blooms don’t trust any bird or bug 
to take care of fertilization. The 
closed flowers usually are found 
on plants that also produce open, 
cross–pollinated flowers. Enclosed 
pollination, or cleistogamy, is a 
biological safeguard that ensures 
that some seeds, even if they aren’t 
superior ones, will be produced by 
the end of the plant’s lifetime. The 
common woodland violet, Viola 
odorata praecox, produces both 
open and cleistogamic blooms. 
The cross–pollinated flowers do 
their job during the spring. Then in 
mid-summer, the closed, pouch like 
flowers appear.

These self–pollinated flowers are 
not much to look at because they 
don’t have to attract attention. 
Scent, bright color and a striking 
form are completely unnecessary 
when there is no need to entice 
a bug, bird or bat. Luckily, to 
make the best seedlings, plants 
need pollinating animals. These 
intricate partnerships produce 
the extraordinary floral variety 
that makes it so exciting to watch 
plants in your garden or on your 
windowsill come into bloom.

Continued in column to the right.

I have no romantic feelings 
about age. Either you are 

interesting at any age or you 
are not. There is nothing 

particularly  interesting about 
being old—or being young, for 

that matter.

— Katherine Hepburn
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Picnic and Food Item Sign–up
Name (Attending) Food Item You Will Bring

Bob Aspery  (2) Deviled eggs
Len Brown  (2) Dessert
Dave Casper  (2) Fruit bowl
Jim Chandler  (2) Bean salad
Jeff Crandall  (2) Side dish
Tom Duch  (2) Maybe relish tray
Chuck Fendrych  (2) Potato salad
Gerry Frig  (2) Green bean & mushroom casserole
Don Harvey  (2) Soda and iced tea
Paul Jarvi  (2) Salad
Fred Kreutzer  (1) Cole slaw
Ed Malone  (2) Chili
James McCracken  (2) Meat balls
Royce Neidlinger  (2) Macaroni salad
Ed Opatmy  (2) Pasta salad
Richard Parson  (2)
Anatl Schmidt  (2) Chicken paprika and dumplings 
Jim Sciarello  (2) Tomato and onion, etc.
Joe Simek  (2) Seafood salad
Carl Snyder  (2) ??
Pat Urschel  (2) Dessert
Gus Vassilarus  (2) Cake

The picnic will take place in a pavilion at Lemon Bay Park in Englewood 
starting at 11:00 A.M. Those members who volunteered to cook or help 
set–up should be at the picnic site by 10:00 A.M. Those bringing food, 
which is almost everyone, should be at the picnic site a little before 11:00. 
Don’t forget serving utensils and knives for your dish.

Tips on growing your own herbs
• Keep the area in simple-to-figure square feet. This makes it much easier 

to figure how much fertilizer or mulch you will need
• To improve drainage and garden neatness, raise the beds with brick 

rot–resistant lumber, landscape timbers or concrete blocks. This reduces 
the distance you have to stoop, keeps out weeds and keeps your nutrients 
intact.

• Be aware of micro climates within your own yard, Shade, wind and 
amount of sun vary from spot to spot.

• To control insects use a mixture of one part Murphy’s oil soap, one part 
rubbing alcohol and nine parts water. Apply with a spray bottle in early 
morning or late afternoon. Leaves will sunburn if mixture is applied 
during the heat of the day.

• If you don’t have your own back-
yard compost pile, you can buy 
bagged or bulk compost at home 
and garden supply stores. Crofur 
Trucking in Sarasota also has it 
available.

• Visit the herb gardens at the 
University of South Florida in 
Tampa. Monday through Friday 
8:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M., Satur-
day 9:00 A.M to 4:00 P.M. and 
Sunday noon to 4:00 P.M. The 
garden is located on the south-
west corner o the USF campus, 
a block north of Fowler and the 
30th Street intersection.

• Visit Marie Selby Botanical 
Gardens, 811 South Palm 
Avenue, Sarasota. They have 
books on herbs and some-
times have herbs for sale. Call 
941.366.5731, extension 44 for 
the book shop and extension 42 
for the plant shop. The gardens 
are open daily except Christmas 
from 10:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. 
Admission to the Gardens is 
$8.00 for adults and $4.00  for 
children through 11.

• Another great source of informa-
tion on growing herbs is your 
counties Cooperative Extension 
Service. Their Bulletin No. 570 
is specific about growing herbs in 
Florida. They also have herb–
specific bulletins.

• Finally, let me put in a plug for 
the public library. Go to your 
local branch or learn to use their 
online catalog. You can order 
any book, even books on grow-
ing herbs, it will delivered to 
your local library. It can’t be any 
easier. 

Continued in column to the right.
See you at the picnic.


